The cube Q n is defined as usual as the graph with 2 n points which can be taken as all binary «-sequences, with two points adjacent whenever their sequences differ in just one place. The results stated above without proof will be demonstrated in a series of papers, along with other related theorems. We conclude with a few open problems :
1. Our experience seems to indicate that i{F l9 F 2 )^imn(r(F i9 F l ) 9 r{F 29 F 2 )).
We conjecture that this always holds. 2. We note that the exact determination of the number r(K 5 , K 5 ) = r(5,5) remains beyond the scope of present methods. It is our hope that our more general approach may provide a bootstrap method.
3. Very recently, Chartrand and Schuster [8] proposed the problem of determining the numbers r(C m ,C n ) where C p is the graph consisting of just one cycle with p points. They denoted this number by c(m 9 n) and found
